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ABSTRACT
CHEOPS (CHaracterizing ExOPlanets Satellite) is the first ESA Small Mission as part of the ESA Cosmic Vision
program 2015-2025. The mission was formally adopted in early February 2014 with a planned launch readiness end of
2017.
The mission lead is performed in a partnership between Switzerland, led by the University of Bern, and the European
Space Agency with important contributions from Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, and the United Kingdom.
The mission is dedicated to searching for exoplanetary transits by performing ultrahigh precision photometry on bright
starts already known to host planets whose mass has been already estimated through ground based observations. The
instrument is an optical Ritchey-Chretien telescope of 30 cm clear aperture using a single CCD detector. The optical
system is designed to image a de-focused PSF onto the focal plane with very stringent stability and straylight rejection
requirements providing a FoV of 0.32 degrees full cone.
The system design is adapted to meet the top-level science requirements, which ask for a photometric precision of
20ppm, in 6 hours integration time, on transit measurements of G5 dwarf stars with V-band magnitudes in the range
6≤V≤9 mag. Additionally they ask for a photometric precision of 85 ppm in 3 hours integration time of Neptune-size
planets transiting K-type dwarf stars with V-band magnitudes as faint as V=12 mag.
Given the demanding schedule and cost constrains, the mission relies mostly on components with flight heritage for the
platform as well as for the payload components. Nevertheless, several new developments are integrated into the design
as for example the telescope structure and the very low noise, high stability CCD front end electronics.
The instrument and mission have gone through critical design review in fall 2015 / spring 2016. This paper describes the
current instrument and mission design with a focus on the instrument. It outlines the technical challenges and selected
design implementation. Based on the current status, the instrument noise budget is presented including the current best
estimate for instrument performance.
The current instrument design meets the science requirements and mass and power margins are adequate for the current
development status.
Keywords: CHEOPS, S-Class, University of Bern, ESA, Instrument, Exoplanets, Photometry, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
A large number of exoplanets have been discovered since the discovery if the first planet orbiting a star similar to the
Sun was found in 1995 by Mayor and Queloz from the Geneva observatory [1]. The field of exoplanet characterization
has in fact evolved in big steps since then.
The two most successful methods rely on detecting dynamical (radial velocity) or photometric (transit) perturbations on
the host star induced by the presence of one or several planets. While the first detection method provides a lower limit on
the mass of the planet (as performed in [1]), the second one provides an estimate of the radius of the planet. Combining
the two methods is of particular interest as for these objects both mass and radius are known. From these values, a mean
density can be estimated which allows conclusions on the nature of the planet.
After two highly successful space missions performing transit measurements (CoRoT and Kepler) and almost two
decades of high-precision radial velocity measurements, the number of exoplanets in the mass range 1-30 M_Earth for
which both mass and radius are known to a good precision, is still limited. The reason for this is that most of the CoRoT
and Kepler targets are too faint to be measured accurately enough with current, ground based, Doppler techniques. This
means that the overlap of the planets with known masses and known radii is very limited. The major objective of the
CHEOPS mission is in fact to significantly increase the sample of objects for which both quantities are known.
CHEOPS has been selected in 2012 and adopted in 2014 as the first S-class mission of the ESA Science Programme.
ESA and the SPC have been setting very tight constraints on the mission. Namely the development time from adoption
to launch shall not exceed 4 years and the total cost to ESA is restricted to 50 M€. The total cost of the mission is
estimated to approximately 150 M€ where the mission consortium covers the rest of the cost. This corresponds to about
10% of the ESA budget of an M-mission and less than half the development time of an M-mission. The continuation of
an S-mission line in ESA’s Science Programme hinges on the success of CHEOPS.
This paper describes the CHEOPS scientific objectives, the instrument and its development status roughly two years
before the envisaged launch.

2. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
A detailed summary of the scientific requirements and their motivation can be found in the CHEOPS Definition Study
Report [2]. Hereafter, two of the scientific requirements are described, which are considered as most important. Namely,
they are the photometric accuracy of the measurement and the target observability and sky coverage.
CHEOPS will target several different type of stars known to host planets ranging from 6 to 12 magnitude stars. It will
target host starts of super-Earth planets found by ground based radial velocity measurements, Neptune-like planets
detected from ground based transit surveys and as well, planets found from space based transit observations like TESS.
The photometric accuracy that is required from the entire system is depending on the stellar magnitude. Two different
photometric accuracy requirements have been established:
•

•

CHEOPS shall be able to detect Earth-size planets transiting G5 dwarf stars (stellar radius of 0.9 R☉) with Vband magnitudes in the range 6≤V≤9 mag. Since the depth of such transits is 100 parts-per-million (ppm), this
requires achieving a photometric precision of 20 ppm (goal: 10 ppm) in 6 hours of integration time. This time
corresponds to the transit duration of a planet with a revolution period of 50 days.
CHEOPS shall be able to detect Neptune-size planets transiting K-type dwarf stars (stellar radius of 0.7 R☉)
with V-band magnitudes as faint as V=12 mag (goal: V=13 mag) with a signal-to-noise ratio of 30. Such
transits have depths of 2500 ppm and last for nearly 3 hours, for planets with a revolution period of 13 days.
Hence, a photometric precision of 85 ppm is to be obtained in 3 hours of integration time. This time
corresponds to the transit duration of a planet with a revolution period of 13 days.

Additionally to the photometric accuracy, one main scientific requirement is considering the sky coverage of the
mission. As CHEOPS is a follow up mission, it is essential to its success to be able to observe as much of the sky as
possible where previous planets have been found. A large fraction of the targets, which will be observed are planets
discovered using Doppler velocimetry, which are essentially ground based observations. This is in line with the objective
to evaluate the planet’s mean density. The requirements, which have therefore been derived, are the following:
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•

50%
% of the wholee sky shall be accessible forr 50 (goal: 60)) cumulative (goal:
(
consecuutive) days peer year and perr
targeet with time spent
s
on-targeet and integratting the targett flux longer than
t
50% of thhe spacecraft orbit durationn
(e.g.., >50 min forr a 100-min sppacecraft orbittal period).

•

% of the wholee sky, with 2/3 in the southhern hemispheere, shall be accessible
a
for 13 days (cum
mulative; goal:
25%
15 days)
d
per year and per target, with time sppent on-targett and integratiing the target fflux longer th
han 80% of thee
spaccecraft orbit duuration (>80 min
m for 100-m
min spacecraft orbit).

The sky covverage requireements are taaken into acccount at misssion, platform
m and instruument level. Other
O
sciencee
requirements like target obbservability, magnitude
m
rangge of targets, time cycle annd lifetime of tthe mission caan be found inn
[2].

3. CHEO
OPS INSTR
RUMENT
S instrument consists
c
of fouur units, whichh are mounted
d to the spaceccraft structuree, two of them
m are internallyy
The CHEOPS
and two exterrnally mounted. The instrum
ment configuration is shown
n in Figure 1.

Figgure 1: CHEOP
PS instrument configuration
c
ovverview. The fo
our units, the OT
TA, BCA, BEE
E and SEM are shown.

The instrument units are shhortly summarrized hereafterr:
•

mbly (OTA) includes
i
the structure
s
carryying the telesccope, the Bacck End Opticss
The Optical Teleescope Assem
O), the Focall Plane Module (FPM) andd the Radiatorrs. In order too minimize thhe impact of thermo-elastic
t
c
(BEO
defoormations on the instrumennt pointing, thhe optical heaads of the plaatform star traackers are mo
ounted on thee
OTA
A, in proximityy of the isostaatic mounts off the instrumen
nt.
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•
•
•

The Baffle and Cover Assem
mbly (BCA) minimizes th
he stray-light reaching thee detector forr performancee
reasoons and incluudes a protectiive, one shot, cover that prrotects the insstrument from
m contaminatio
on during S/C
C
AIT and launch caampaign.
ule (SEM) is commanding and controlling the FPM tthat operates the
t CCD. It iss
The Sensor Electtronics Modu
B
conttrolled by the BEE.
The Back End Electronics (BEE) is thee main interfface to the spacecraft
s
in terms of pow
wer and dataa
transsmission. It coomprises as well
w the main innstrument com
mputer and poower conditionner.

The CHEOPS
S instrument is a photomeeter measuringg light variatiions to a veryy high accuraacy as stated in
i the chapterr
above. This is performed using
u
a Ritcheey-Chretien opptical configu
uration in the OTA
O
with a B
BEO to re-imaagine the light
onto a CCD detector run in
i AIMO modde. The entrannce pupil of the
t system is located at thee primary mirrror and has a
diameter of 320
3 mm. Connsidering the central obscuuration of thee primary mirrror, the effecctive collectin
ng area of thee
system is 767793 mm2. Thee size of the teelescope has been
b
mainly reestricted by thhe allocated voolume due to the size of thee
fairing. The telescope
t
effeective focal leength is 1600 mm, giving a telescope foocal ratio F/5. The 0.32 deegrees field off
view is transllating into a 1 arcsec/px plaate scale on thee detector.
Figure 2 illusstrates the optiical setup of thhe instrumentt. The baffling
g system, com
mprising the BC
CA and the teelescope itselff,
is used to supppress stray ligght up to a facctor of 10-12 foor higher incid
dence angles. It
I is designed to limit the am
mount of strayy
light already for sources more
m
than 35° from the opticcal axis. This is needed to avoid
a
introduccing photometric errors duee
to varying ligght hitting the detector.

Figure 2:
2 Optical setup of CHEOPS

A picture of the
t baffle andd cover assembbly prior to TV testing is sh
hown in Figurre 3. This connfiguration of baffle using a
spring-loadedd hinge and a Frangibolt actuator has been flown on CoRoT annd was adapted mostly in
n size for thee
CHEOPS misssion. The Cenntre Spatial dee Liège (CSL)) in Belgium provides
p
the baffle.
b
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Figure 3: Picture of the baffle and cover assembly before TV testing.

CHEOPS uses a defocussed stellar point spread function (PSF) as well to enhance the performance. This is a trade-off
between the pointing jitter introduced by the AOCS pointing performance and the flat field performances.
Figure 4 shows a simulated defocussed point spread function at the detector position. As expected, in the PSF the feature
due to the telescope central obstruction and to the Poisson spot can be clearly seen. Effects of mirror trefoil and
secondary mirror spider have also been taken into consideration. The trefoil effect is a consequence of the thermomechanical deformation of the primary mirror due to the operating temperature of -10°C and the three mechanical
mounting points.
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Figure 4: Simulated defocussed point spread function.

The CHEOPS camera is built as a distributed computer system, which consists of a Back End Electronics, the BEE, and
the Sensor Electronics System, the SEM, which is controlling the CCD and the proximity electronics. This is mainly a
result of the mission constraint on the schedule. Space flight heritage has been used for both units. The camera itself, the
SEM and the FPM, is to a large part a re-use of the Mertis camera used in the BepiColombo mission [4].
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The detector selected for the
t mission and
a integratedd into the focaal plane is ann e2v CCD47-20 (13-μm pixel
p
1k × 1kk,
AIMO). The CCD is nomiinally operatedd at low tempperature, 233K
K, and is passiively cooled bby a dedicated
d radiator. Thee
radiator used to cool the CC
CD can be seeen in Figure 1 and is the lefft one when viiewed from thhe telescope ap
perture.
Figure 5 show
ws in the left picture a dettailed CAM/C
CAD view of the SEM andd FPM. On thhe right picturre, the internaal
design of thee focal plane model
m
can bee seen with thhe CCD detecttor in the cennter of the imaage. The pictu
ure shows thee
qualification model of the module
m
at an early integratiion stage at DLR
D
Berlin preemises.

Figuure 5: SEM andd FPM CAD vieew (left) and FP
PM EQM modeel (right) at DLR
R Berlin.

The FPM-SE
EM architectuure is mainlyy driven by the thermal design havinng 3 different categories reflecting thee
requirements of thermal coontrol:
1.
2.
3.

Focaal Plane Assem
mbly with CC
CD and proxim
mity electroniics operating at lower than 233K nomin
nally stabilizedd
by heating
h
againstt a dedicated radiator.
r
Fronnt End Electroonics (FEE) with
w analogue and
a CCD low
w level controll electronics ooperating betw
ween 253– 2833
K staabilized by heeating against a dedicated raadiator.
Senssor Controller Unit and Power
P
Condiitioning Unit (SCU & PC
CU), includinng FPGA – based digital
electtronics for data
d
handling and controllling the CCD
D detector byy different readout modees at standardd
tempperatures withhout stabilizatiion needs.

Due to the sennsitivity of siggnals and cloccks against crooss talk and diisturbances, thhe analogue ellectronics according 1 and
2 is organizedd in close viciinity.
The camera is controlled by the instruument main computer,
c
the BEE, using a SpW link for high dataa transmissionn
capability. Inn addition to thhe data link and
a software control,
c
the Baack End Electtronics deliveers highly stab
bilized voltagee
lines to the SEM in order to
t ensure the bias
b voltages stabilities for the camera. This
T is one off the key driveers to meet thee
very low noisse and high gaain stability reequirements off the instrument.
The Data Proocessing Unit (DPU) hardw
ware is based on
o the GR712, which contaains two LEON
N3 processorss and providess
the space wirre interface to the SEM and MIL-1553 innterfaces towarrds the spaceccraft. The DPU
U carries a maass memory too
allow for 3 days
d
operationn without grouund contact. 3D-Plus
3
proviides a FLASH
H memory in the configuraation of 4 Gbit
times eight biit. For effectivve operation of
o the processoor, four compo
onents are useed to provide 332bit access and
a EDAC.
The configurration foresees the flash memory
m
for sttorage of teleemetry data. In
I addition, thhe on-board backup
b
of thee
application sooftware is stoored in this area.
a
To increease the reliab
bility, in partiicular for thee backup of th
he applicationn
software, sevveral copies arre located at different
d
pagees. Four stand
dard chips aree combined too a stack and packed into a
common packkage. Due to this configurration, it is unnlikely that on
ne high energgetic particle w
would hit a siimilar addresss
range on all pages
p
at the saame time. Thee four chips arre accessed by
y individual chhip enable, reaad and write enable
e
signalss.
The command latch enablee and the addrress latch enabble is common
n for all four chips.
c
The tottal size of the memory to bee
used for data is 16 GByte.
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Since the average telemetry is 1.2 Gbit/day, the same memory cell will be used approx. three times per year. Therefore
the limited life time of the component (~100.000 write cycles) is negligible.
In order to have an overview of how the units are electrically connected Figure 6 can be consulted. The central part of
the scheme is showing the spacecraft power, CMD&Data and the analogue interfaces are shown which are connected to
the BEE, BCA and instrument survival and annealing heaters. The BEE on the other hand interfaces the SEM and the
OTA operational heaters, which are used to maintain a constant telescope temperature.
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Figure 6: CHEOPS electrical sub-system overview.

The working principle of the instrument is that of a high precision photometer as already mentioned above. There is
however one important additional aspect which needed to be considered in the instrument and mission design. Because
the spacecraft with its star trackers has a limited relative pointing accuracy, two important measures were taken to
improve the design. First, the star trackers have been accommodated on the instrument itself to limit the thermo-elastic
distortion between them and the line of sight of the instrument and secondly the spacecraft AOCS operates with the
payload in the loop. The instrument therefore is computing the centroid of the target star and its deviation from the
desired target location and feeds this information back to the spacecraft for it to correct thermoelastic drift. This
improves the pointing accuracy significantly.

4. MAJOR CHALLENGES
This chapter gives a brief overview about the major technical challenges of the CHEOPS instrument development. The
programmatic challenges are not discussed here but are mainly focused on the very tight schedule and low budget
constraints imposed on the mission. Counter measures to these involve mainly high TRL levels of the sub systems, a
dedicated industrial implementation approach, stability of requirements and early and clearly defined and stable
interfaces.
Most of the technical challenges are indeed a consequence of the stringent requirements of the photometric stability.
In order to meet the high accuracy photometric requirements mainly the following issues arise to be solved for the
CHEOPS instrument:
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Straylight su
uppression
Depending onn the brightneess of the obseerved target thhe stray light contribution
c
inn the noise buudget can have a significant
effect. In the case of high stellar
s
magnituude, very darkk stars, the straay light, which is due to thee Earth albedo
o, becomes thee
major part off the photomettric error.
In order to cope
c
with the stray light, a baffling systtem similar to
o the one of CoRoT has bbeen implemeented [5]. Thee
internal parts of the bafflinng systems aree all black coated using diffe
ferent coatingss depending onn the surfacess.

Figure 7: Stray light rejeection calculatioons of the CHE
EOPS baffling system for different cleanlinesss levels. In addiition, the stray
lighht suppression capability
c
is shoown if improved
d black coating (Aktar) would be used.

Figure 7 illustrates the strray light rejecction capabiliities of the baaffling system
m as function of the incideence angle forr
different partticulate contam
mination statees of the prim
mary mirror. It
I is shown thhat after an inncidence anglle of 35° withh
respect to thee line of sighht the stray liight rejection capability reeaches a value of less thann 10-10. It is however veryy
important to ensure
e
a very low contaminnation level whhich leads directly to the neext point.
Cleanliness standards
s
As shown abbove, the straay light leveel depends to a large deg
gree of the clleanliness levvel. Mainly th
he particulatee
contaminationn on the prim
mary mirror leads to unwannted scattering
g of light, whiich leads to sttray light con
ntamination onn
the detector. In this case, the light arriives on the detector
d
outsid
de the stellar point spread function whiich influencess
directly the phhotometric prrecision of thee instrument.
Stringent meaasures are takeen in order to avoid such prroblems. The requirement that
t is imposeed to the telesccope assemblyy
and the bafflee is very tightt. Upon delivery of the insstrument to th
he spacecraft provider
p
is set to 200ppm on
o all internal
surfaces. As the capabilityy to clean coatted surfaces and
a mirrors iss limited very stringent cleaan room requ
uirements havee
been put in place. All the integration
i
annd testing of thhe baffle and telescope asseembly is perfoormed in ISO5 clean roomss
for all the acttors which addds substantial additional woork to the projject. This needds to be in linne with the tight schedule off
the mission.
uracy
Pointing accu
A high relative pointing accuracy
a
of thhe entire satelllite over a measurement
m
tiime of typicaally 48 hours is mandatoryy.
Depending onn the flat fieldd precision annd the gain sttability between different pixels,
p
the smearing effect caused by thee
spacecraft jittter can degradde the photometric precisionn of the instrument.
There have been
b
several measures
m
implemented to prrevent the dom
minance of thhis effect in thhe noise budgeet. On the onee
hand, the spaacecraft star trackers
t
havee been accom
mmodated direectly on the payload
p
in orrder to limit thermo-elastic
t
c
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distortions. Thermo-mecha
T
anical model analysis
a
indeeed show that the
t on orbit sttability between the star traacker interfacee
and the telesccope line of sigght is less thaan 3 µrad overr one orbit whiich is almost a factor 100 better than requ
uired.
On the other hand,
h
a payload feedback looop to the spaacecraft AOCS
S is implemennted. The paylload provides the spacecrafft
with more acccurate pointinng informatioon which is reetrieved from
m the photomeetric measurem
ment itself. The
T instrument
calculates a centroid
c
positiion if the stellaar PSF and seends the offsett to the nominnal position too the spacecrafft. This can bee
performed wiith sub-arcsecond precisionn.
Thirdly, the stellar
s
image is
i defocused spreading
s
the light over 500
0 pixels whichh statistically averages the different
d
pixel
sensitivities leeading to a siggnificant reduuction in jitter noise.
Using these measures,
m
the photometric noise
n
introducced by the spaacecraft jitter is
i calculated too be well belo
ow 5ppm afterr
several hours of observatioon which is shhown in Figuree 8.

Figure 8: Simulated
S
photoometric noise from
fr
S/C jitter as
a a function off integration tim
me. Simulation considering th
he baseline PSF
F,
the jitter tim
me series scaledd by a factor 3 and a normallyy distributed flatt field residualss. The red line sshows the noisee evolution afterr
binning thee images to eacch time bin. Thhe PSF correspoonds to the mod
del where the teemperature of tthe structure is fixed at -10°C
C.
The blue curve considers that the PSF chhanges due to variations
v
in th
he temperature of
o the structuree (breathing efffect). Due to thee
c
shows thhe expected behhaviour of a pu
ure white noisee,
extremely stable structuree, the breathingg is negligible. The magenta curve
depicted heere for compariison.

Thermo-elasstic stability
Thermo-elasttic stability off the instrumeent is as well a key point of
o the developpment of CH
HEOPS, which
h could highlyy
influence thee photometric precision. Deedicated opticcal analysis performed
p
by INAF in Paddova using thee input of thee
thermo-elastic models revvealed that thhe highest coontributor off the noise potentially intrroduced by thermo-elastic
t
c
deformations is the changee in distance between the primary
p
and secondary
s
mirrror (see Figuure 9). This haas been calledd
‘thermal breaathing’ of the telescope.
t
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Figurre 9: CAD cut view
v
of the teleescope with the arrow indicatin
ng the distance between primarry and secondarry mirror.

As well, in thhis case two measures
m
have been implem
mented to preevent this problem and redduce the noisee contributionss
from this parrameter. First the entire telescope structture has been
n designed in order to have a minimal CTE over thee
operational teemperature rannge with focuus on the inter mirror distance. Very demaanding requireements of 0.75 µm distancee
variation over a length of 30
3 cm have been
b
imposed. Thus the CFR
RP layup has been optimizzed in this direection. Blechaa
et. al. is goingg into the detaails of the dessign implemenntation and veerification of the
t telescope structure in [6
6] whereas thee
test setup in described
d
in [77].
Secondly, thee temperature stability of thhe telescope sttructure itself was optimizeed. The CFRP telescope tub
be is indirectlyy
heated by 2+22 heaters (front and back) located
l
on an aluminum strructure in ordder to stabilizee the operating
g temperaturee.
Figure 10 illuustrates the setup
s
where the
t operationaal heaters, at the two endss of the tube are indicated
d. The heaterss
between the operational
o
aree used for survvival purposes.

Figure 10: Setup of the telescope operrational and survvival heaters.
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This setup has been tested with the instrument Structural and Thermal Model (STM) in the TV chamber in Bern. The
thermal model, which was correlated using these test results, predicts that the temperature stability in orbit is maintained
well below one degree Celsius over one orbit.
Combining the two results of the CTE measurements and the thermal model prediction leads to the conclusion that the
‘thermal breathing’ of the telescope leads to a negligible contribution of the noise budget. The results show that the
requirement is maintained with a high margin.
FPM temperature stability
The focal plane module that is hosting the CCD detector as well as the read out electronics requires very strict
temperature stabilization in order to meet the photometric performance. The absolute temperature requirement is
anticipated in chapter 3. The detector temperature baseline is currently set to 233K. This minimizes the dark noise output
of the device as well as the system gain sensitivity. The read out electronics, however, is operated at higher temperature
with 283K as a baseline. The absolute temperature of the focal plane parts is ensured by the instrument radiators, which
radiate the excess power into space. The focal plane is connected to the radiators using thermal straps.
However, more important than the absolute temperature is the temperature stability. For the CCD, the system gain
sensitivity is measured to be in the range of 1-2 ppm/mK. In order to minimize the error in the photometric noise the
temperature stability requirement is set to 10 mK. This requirement needs to be fulfilled during one full observation,
which lasts typically 48 hours. The temperature stability of the read out electronics and the bias voltage references,
which are located in the FPM body, are slightly less stringent. The current assumptions following a stability error
analysis lead to the conclusion that a stability of 50 mK needs to be achieved.
The temperature stability of the focal plane module is achieved using dedicated heaters which are PWM controlled in
order to heat against the radiators. Additional thermal capacity of the thermal conductor chain to the radiators is lowering
the temperature variations as well. The stability requirements will be verified by dedicated EQM thermal vacuum tests.
Bias voltage supply stability
In addition to the stability of the CCD bias voltages generation in the focal plane module the supply voltages of the
SEM/FPM sub-system needed to be addressed. The instrument is supplied from the spacecraft with an unregulated
voltage that depending on the battery and the solar cells can vary. Prior to the SEM, the unregulated power is
conditioned in the BEE. The nominal voltage tolerance as well as the voltage accuracy during an observation is key to
ensure the proper performance of the camera. The nominal voltage to be supplied from the BEE to the SEM needs to be
provided within less than 1% accuracy while the static accuracy is more stringent with less than 0.1% for most of the
bias voltages.
Within the SEM and FPM the bias voltages are being conditioned further using linear regulators. As mostly the gain
sensitivity of the CCD can introduce noise in the range of tens of ppm/mV the goal is to keep the voltage variations as
low as possible.
Distributed computer architecture
Mainly as a consequence of the mission constraints the architecture of the instrument can be seen as distributed
architecture. The camera system consisting of the SEM and FPM are controlled by the main computer and interface to
the spacecraft, the BEE. This adds additional complexity to the system as another software and hardware interface is
needed. The camera system is providing the CCD pictures as well as the housekeeping data to the BEE where they are
processed. Major activities of the instrument main computer are, besides the re-packing of the data, the calculation of the
stellar image centroid for the feedback loop towards the AOCS and the compressing of the science data.
Interface tests using the BEE and SEM engineering models have been performed in order to validate the proper
performance at an earlier stage of the project.
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5. DEVEL
LOPMENT
T STATUS
Two and a haalf years afterr mission adopption considerrable progresss has been achhieved by all pparties. The detailed
d
designn
phase has beeen concluded,, the preliminnary design review (PDR) mid
m 2014 as well
w as the crritical design review
r
(CDR))
end of 2015 have
h
been succcessfully passsed. As part of these review
ws the interfacces to the spaccecraft as welll as the system
m
and sub-systeem specificatioons were frozeen.
From a hardw
ware perspectiive the Structuural and Therm
mal Model (S
STM) has beenn manufactureed and tested on instrument
level as well as on spaceccraft/system leevel. Figure 11 shows the BCA and OT
TA integrated in the ISO5 clean room inn
Bern. With thhe thermal harrdware (MLI, heaters, therm
mistors and rad
diators) installled it underwent thermal baalance/cyclingg
tests in the puurpose built thhermal vacuum
m chamber. Thhe STM serveed following purposes
p
at varrious integratiion levels:
•
•
•
•
•
•

t
of thee complete inttegration of th
he instrument including theermal hardwarre, BCA-OTA
A
Veriification and training
interrface and star tracker dumm
mies.
Therrmal balance and
a thermal vacuum cycling tests at instrrument level.
Mecchanical vibrattion tests for launch
l
load enndurance veriffication.
Corrrelation of thee thermal and mechanical
m
m
models
to the teests.
Veriification of thee mechanical interfaces witth the spacecraaft.
Couppled mechaniccal loads (sinee, acoustic andd shock) veriffication campaaign at spaceccraft level.

,
n

t'i

1

Figure 111: OTA and BC
CA STM in the clean
c
room in Bern.
B
Left pictu
ure shows the viiew from the apperture while th
he right picture
shows the inntegration into the
t TV-chambeer.

Model (SQM) test campaig
Figure 12 illuustrates the vaarious stages of
o the spacecraaft Structural Qualification
Q
gn, which has
been conductted by Airbus DS Spain. Thhe spacecraft underwent
u
sine vibration tessting, acousticc testing and shock
s
testing.
At the end off the test camppaign, the verification of thee Cover Assem
mbly of the instrument has bbeen performeed in order to
verify that thee launch lock mechanism performs after the environm
mental loads.
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Figure 12: Spacecraft SQM
M model during sine vibrationn test (left) at Ruag
R
Space AG,, SQM during aacoustic test (ceenter) at ESTEC
C
and opening off the cover folloowing mechaniccal test campaig
gn (right) at AD
DS (Courtesy off Airbus DS Sp
pain).

The structuree of the telesscope has beeen verified for
f thermo-elastic perform
mance. Chapteer 5 addressees this designn
challenge sepparately. The flight structurre, which wass called ‘STM
M2’ has been used for the tests. The tesst results havee
shown that thhe structure peerforms excepptionally well.. Details can be
b found in [66]. The ‘STM22’ was refurbiished after thee
thermo-elastic verification campaign andd serves as thee proto flight model
m
(PFM).
Additionally, an instrumennt Electrical Model
M
(EM) has
h been builtt and tested. The
T EM is coomposed of th
hree hardwaree
elements: Back End Electrronics Box, Sensor
S
Electroonics Module and Focal Plane Module L
Load Simulato
or. It includess
only one elecctrical branch and is fully representative
of the flight configurationn with respect to spacecraft electrical andd
r
software inteerfaces allowinng testing andd validating interfaces
i
prio
or to integratee the flight innstrument mod
del on system
m
level.
The tests agaain have been performed at various integration stages. The EM wass extensively ttested at instru
ument level inn
order to veriffy the internal as well as thhe external innterfaces. Thee software that is installed on the SEM is
i close to thee
flight softwarre as it is to a very high deegree a reuse of an existing
g system. The software on the BEE whicch is the mainn
interface to the
t spacecraftt provides all the expectedd telemetry as a heartbeat report,
r
HK daata, AOCS ceentroid reportt,
other asynchrronous reports and CCD im
mages allowinng testing and
d validating SW
S interfaces. The scientiffic algorithms,
like the centrooiding and thee compressionn, as well as various
v
engineeering algorithhms however hhave not been
n implementedd
for the EM ass the time constraints did noot allow for it..
Additionally to the instrum
ment STM annd EM, a furtther model waas built. The instrument D
Demonstration
n Model (DM))
consists of ann aluminum teelescope struccture and the optical
o
elemen
nts. This moddel verifies thee integration and
a alignment
of the optics into
i
the structture. A dedicaated SPIE papeer can be foun
nd in [8].
In view of the flight units or proto-flighht units substaantial progresss can be reporrted as well. S
Several flight units
u
and sub-units are alreaady built and tested.
t
The flight CC
CD, which has been procurred by ESA, has
h been built and tested byy e2v. After thhe device testting at e2v thee
CCD has been transferred to
t the Genevaa Observatory for the very detailed
d
perforrmance testingg. The extensiive testing hass
been perform
med in a cryosttat at the CCD
D’s operationaal temperaturee of 233K. The measuremennts serve as caalibration dataa
for the instrum
ment as well as input for thhe noise and performance
p
estimations
e
brriefly shown iin the next ch
hapter. Amongg
other tests folllowing were performed:
p
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biass level and reaad-out noise
Darkk signal
o Variationns with the tem
mperature
Systtem gain
o Variationns with the tem
mperature
o Variationns with the biaas voltages
Nonn linearity and saturation levvel
o Variationns with the biaas voltages
Photto-response noon-uniformityy and flat fieldds
o Variationns with the waavelength
Relaative quantum
m efficiency
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The flight model of the Baffle and Cover Assembly has been built, mechanically and thermally qualified. Upon delivery
a second thermal qualification run is envisaged due to a design flaw which has been found out and fixed in the previous
TV qualification. The telescope structure without the optics was as well manufactured and underwent qualification
successfully. To complete the telescope, the optical elements are being manufactured and undergo qualification. The
integration of the optical elements into the mechanical structure is taking place in the summer 2016. Following the
integration, the telescope undergoes performance testing and qualification as well.
For the BEE, SEM and FPM qualification models are built in advance of the flight models. The BEE EQM is currently
undergoing mechanical and thermal qualification as well as performance testing. The SEM and FPM qualification
models are being integrated at this stage and to be followed qualification as well. A very important milestone for the
camera is the performance verification in thermal vacuum. The verification with the EQM gives an important insight into
the performance of the instrument. These tests are scheduled in summer 2016 as well.

6. PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS
The performance estimations of the instrument are mainly verified with a noise budget. Photometric performance is key
to the mission and is closely monitored. In addition to the photometric noise, the observability map is considered as well
which depends mainly on the orbit of the mission and the straylight rejection performances. This is however not detailed
here.
The noise budget of the CHEOPS instrument depends on various parameters which origin from different noise sources.
The contributions come from astronomical sources (e.g. shot or photon noise), noise sources from the instrument (e.g.
CCD gain variability) and from the entire system (e.g. spacecraft jitter). This chapter gives a brief overview of the
different noise sources considered and the current best estimate of the photometric performance based partly on
measurements, partly on estimations. The results are given for three different star types respectively star magnitudes.
As already mentioned the performance of the instrument with respect to the photometric noise is influenced by many
parameters. Hereafter the dominant parameters, which have been considered are listed with a brief description.
Noise contributor
Shot noise

Sky background
Cosmic rays
Earth stray light
Jitter + Flat Field +
Breathing
Read out noise (CCD)
Dark current variation
noise
CCD Gain variability
+ QE change

Description
Shot noise is associated with the particle nature of the light.
Since each photon is an independent event, the arrival of any
given photon cannot be precisely predicted and thus creates a
noise behavior which tends to a Gaussian distribution for a
large amount of photons
The sky background is a faint, diffuse white glow, which
manifests as background light on the detector. This
background manifests as shot noise as well.
Charge is generated on a pixel or several pixels of the CCD
when being hit by a cosmic ray. These pixels can be corrected
to a certain extent.
Noise from Earth stray light is taken into account as the stray
light suppression of the instrument is not perfect. This noise
contributor is season and pointing dependent.
Jitter origins in the not perfect relative pointing accuracy and
‘smears’ the stellar PSF on the CCD. As the flat field
correction is not arbitrarily good, this creates a noise
contributor.
The read out of the CCD creates a noise behavior which
follows a Poisson distribution.
There are two components to the noise associated with dark
current. These are the shot noise associated with the dark
current level, and the induced variation in the level of the dark
current (largely as a result of temperature variation).
The gain variability and QE change is taken into account as
consequence of the temperature variation of the CCD.
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Analog
stability

electronics

Offset
in
analog
electronics stability
Timing error
Quantization noise
Analog chain random
noise

The analogue electronics stability is the noise contributor from
the CCD bias voltage variability due to temperature variation,
reference voltage variation, etc.
Offset errors are independent of the analog electronics stability
and taken into account separately.
Uncertainties in the knowledge of the exposure time lead to
timing errors and thus noise contributions.
The quantization noise is introduced due to the digitalization of
the signal.
This corresponds to the high frequency noise from the front
end electronics on top of the read out noise.

Table 1: Photometric noise contributions and description.

Considering all the noise contributions listed in Table 1 an exhaustive noise budget has been established. As the project
evolves, increasing amount of the contributors can be verified by test. Certain of the parameters can be directly measured
and a few of them can only be estimated indirectly as for example the stray light rejection capabilities as this cannot be
measured at system level.
Considering the current best estimate and knowledge of the noise sources, it can be stated that the science requirements
related to the photometric precision mentioned in chapter 2 are met. Table 1 compares the photometric error with the
requirement.
Case number
Stellar magnitude
Error time average [ppm]
Requirement [ppm]

A
6 (ST = G)
16.1
20

B
9 (ST = G)
18.0
20

C
12 (ST = K)
47.4
85

Table 2: Current best estimate of the noise budget for different brightnesses and spectral types (ST) of the target star.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The first small class mission (S-mission) in ESA’s Science Program, CHEOPS, is currently in phase C/D. Half time
through the development time of the mission, the instrument with its science objectives, instrument summary, major
challenges, development status and performance estimations are described.
After successful PRR and SRR in 2013, PDR in July 2014, a complete instrument STM has been built and successfully
tested at instrument and spacecraft level, including a challenging stability test with the flight model of the telescope
structure. The instrument EM has been tested and provided to Airbus DS Spain beginning of April 2016 and is being
tested with the spacecraft EFM. An instrument Demonstration Model was built and tested in addition.
The instrument CDR has been passed successfully and the system CDR is expected to be closed mid-2016.
Several flight model units and sub-units have already been manufactured and successfully tested while initial
measurements provide confidence of that the mission meets the science performances.
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